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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING: Research and Applications
Applying the Mahalanobis–Taguchi System to Vehicle Handling
Elizabeth A. Cudney,1,* Kioumars Paryani2 and Kenneth M. Ragsdell1
1University of Missouri – Rolla, UMR Design Engineering Center, Rolla, MO 65409, USA
2General Motors Corporation, 30500 Mound Road, Warren, MI 48090, USA
Abstract: The Mahalanobis–Taguchi system (MTS) is a diagnosis and forecasting method using multivariate data. Mahalanobis distance (MD)
is a measure based on correlations between the variables and patterns that can be identified and analyzed with respect to a base or reference
group. The MTS is of interest because of its reported accuracy in forecasting using small, correlated data sets. This is the type of data that is
encountered with consumer vehicle ratings. MTS enables a reduction in dimensionality and the ability to develop a scale based on MD values.
MTS identifies a set of useful variables from the complete data set with equivalent correlation and considerably less time and data. This article
presents the application of the MTS, its applicability in identifying a reduced set of useful variables in multidimensional systems, and a
comparison of results with those obtained from a standard statistical approach to the problem.
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1. Introduction
The primary objective of this research is to develop
a methodology, which demonstrates the relationship
between actions of the producer and suppliers (for
instance, target setting of sub-systems or components’
performance attributes) and consumer satisfaction
ratings. The goal is to efficiently forecast consumer
satisfaction ratings as a function of available vehicle
level performance data for vehicle handling.
The purpose of this research is to develop a
relationship between vehicle attributes and measured
customer satisfaction ratings for the purpose of
understanding and improving customer-driven quality.
Mahalanobis–Taguchi system (MTS) enables a
reduction in dimensionality and the ability to develop
a scale based on MD values [1].
Consumers measure quality and performance at
the vehicle level, but important cost-effective decisions
at the subsystem or component level must be made
by the producer in order to economically satisfy
consumer needs by providing affordable and high
quality products. Consumers evaluate vehicle level
attributes such as ride, handling, acceleration, braking,
and roominess. These attributes are influenced by many
factors at all levels of the vehicle architecture, and these
factors are often correlated. The design problem would
be significantly simplified if vehicle attributes depended
on a unique set of vehicle factors. That is, if one could
isolate a set of factors for ride, another for handling, and
yet others for, acceleration, roominess, etc; then the
design of high quality, low cost vehicles would be much
easier. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The situation
is much more complex, because factors at the subsystem
and part levels may affect several vehicle attributes, and
for a single vehicle attribute the controlling factors are
often correlated. An effective methodology is needed to
handle this more realistic and complex situation. The
methodology proposed will use the pattern recognition
scheme known as the MTS to translate the performance
of lower level elements into an estimate of consumer
satisfaction rating at the vehicle level [2].
2. Review of Relevant Literature
Considerable research is available utilizing
Mahalanobis distance for determining the similarities
of values from known and unknown samples. However,
existing research uses Mahalanobis distance (MD) to
consider measurable and distinct variables. Consumer
requirements or inputs to the research were concrete and
clearly defined. However, this research will create a
methodology to translate lower level characteristics
using MD into performance specifications and
capabilities.
Mahalanobis distance is utilized to determine
the misclassification of samples in research by
Shen et al. [3]. Two processes for tablet production
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are evaluated in this research including wet granulation
and direct compression which are the two main
methods used in tablet preparation. Pyrolysis-gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry was used to
discriminate the two processes. First, samples were
removed that did not contain at least half the number of
samples for one of the two classes. Principal components
analysis (PCA) was then employed to determine the
main principal components. Based on the PCA analysis,
three factors and one sample were excluded. The data
was further processed using Fisher discriminant analysis
to classify the sample using unsupervised and supervised
classification methods. Fisher discriminant analysis is an
approach that is commonly used for feature extraction
between groups [4]. The results were evaluated using
MD to determine the misclassification rate.
Taguchi [5] utilized the MTS for diagnosis and
pattern recognition. His research discussed a case
study involving liver disease diagnosis in Tokyo, Japan
using 15 variables. The normal group consisted of 200
people that were determined to not have liver disease.
For each test group, he determined which variables
were significant. In his research, Taguchi developed
an eight-step procedure titled ‘Mahalanobis Distance
for Diagnosis and Pattern Recognition System
Optimization Procedure’.
Garcia-Lagos et al. [6] utilized MD in a topology
assessment for power systems. The research developed
system architecture for use in a state estimator which
worked with a bus-branch oriented network model.
The architecture was developed in two stages including
a preprocessing stage and a classification stage.
The preprocessing stage transformed the measurements
into output vectors for grid topologies. In the second
stage, classification is determined using a layer of
Gaussian potential function units based on the MD.
The units are established through input from the
preprocessed vector. This indicates the degree to
which a vector belongs to a specific topology. This
assessment enabled the researchers to identify the
actual topology.
Jugulum and Monplaisir [7] performed preliminary
comparison between MTS and neural networks
using medical data with 15 variables. They compared
both methods for large and small samples. The small
sample was selected from the whole sample of 200
observations in the healthy group. They showed that
in the case of large samples both methods perform
equally well and in the case of small samples, MTS
is somewhat better than neural networks. Jugulum did
not compare these methods in terms of reducing the
number of attributes.
Al-Otum [8] proposes two algorithms for color
morphology. The first is a Mahalanobis-color-distance
(MCD)-based morphological ordering algorithm. The
second is a corrected component-wise morphological
ordering algorithm. Both algorithms employ a
Mahalanobis color measure based on reduced and
conditional ordering of the data to perform four basic
morphological operators: dilation, erosion, opening,
and closing. The data ordering is performed using the
MCD in which the angle-valued pixels are replaced by
a scalar. The two algorithms were evaluated using a
perceptual image quality assessment.
A comparison of the MTS and neural network was
also provided in the work of Hong et al. [9]. Hong
utilized a breast cancer study to compare the ability of
MTS and neural network algorithm with varying
numbers of attributes and different numbers of data
size. The results indicated that MTS performed better
with small sample sizes than neural network.
Mahalanobis distance was used to maximize
productivity in a new manufacturing control system by
Hayashi et al. [10]. The research used MD as a core to
their manufacturing control system because of the
method’s ability to recognize patterns. Due to a very
high utilization of certain processes, one of the
manufacturing areas for wafers was experiencing
a bottleneck. Approximately 50% of the primary tools
in this manufacturing area had over 90% utilization.
Mahalanobis distance was used in conjunction with
manufacturing administrators to focus on routes
that involve the shortest cycle time and reduced
labor costs. The new system detected deviations from
normal productivity much earlier, enabled root cause
identification, and prioritized resolution.
Asada [11] used the MTS to forecast the yield of
wafers. Yield of wafers is determined by the variability
of electrical characteristics and dust. The research
focused on one wafer product with a high yield.
Mahalanobis distances were calculated on various
wafers to compare the relationship between yield
and distance [11]. The signal-to-noise ratios were used
to indicate the capability of forecasting and the effect
of the parameters.
A method for handling uncertainty in feature position
is proposed in the work of Anandan and Irani [12].
The uncertainty in feature position for 3D shape and
motion in multiple views depends on the underlying
spatial intensity structure. The purpose of this research
is to minimize the covariance-weighted squared error
which is the MD. The raw data is transformed into
a covariance-weighted space in which the noise is
uncorrelated and equally distributed. Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) is then employed to minimize
the objective function in the transformed data space.
A second step is then performed to recover the shape
and motion of the original data space. Results are
provided for varying degrees of uncertainty.
Pattern recognition using MD was demonstrated
in the work of Wu [13]. Wu used pattern recognition
to diagnose human health. The results of tests from
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a regular physical check-up were used as the
characteristics. The correlation between different
tests was shown. Mahalanobis distance was used to
summarize the multidimensional characteristics into
one scale. In this research the base point was difficult
to define because it was a healthy person. People who
were judged to be healthy for the past 2 years were
considered to be healthy and defined the normal group.
The research considered diagnosis of liver function
with the objective of forecasting serious disease until
the next check-up. The approach provided a more
efficient method and also avoided inhuman treatment
which was previously used in double blind tests.
The research presented in this article is distinct from
existing literature due to the nature of value perception.
The focus is on consumer satisfaction which tends to
be subjective rather than objective. Using consumer
satisfaction ratings and vehicle performance data,
from among a given set of variables the useful variables
are determined. We then take MTS one step further
to forecast consumer satisfaction ratings using
regression analysis. Based on the regression equations,
the impact on consumer satisfaction from changes
in lower level components can be determined.
3. Multicollinearity
A system, by its nature, is multidimensional. In order
to improve or optimize a system, it is necessary to
understand the system variables and noise conditions
that affect the system’s performance. All variables do
not affect the system’s performance to an equal degree.
Therefore, it is paramount to identify the critical set
of variables through discriminant analysis of the
system. The critical set of variables can then be used
for diagnosis and prediction.
Generally speaking, a multidimensional system
consists of an input signal, M, that is typically given
by the consumer; noise conditions, that arise from
changes in consumer use of the product, wear and
deterioration, and manufacturing variation. The control
factors are used to control performance of the system.
The control factor levels are adjusted to consistently
provide the required relationship between the system
signal (input) and performance measure (output).
A graphical depiction of a generalized multidimensional
system is given in Figure 1.
An issue that must be addressed during the course of
MTS analysis is multicollinearity. Multicollinearity
occurs when there are strong correlations among two
or more factors. Under this condition, the determinant
of the correlation matrix will approach zero [14]. The
resulting inverse matrix and scaled MD will be difficult
to compute and are inaccurate if standard approaches
are employed. We consider two methods to mitigate the
effects of multicollinearity in MTS: the adjoint matrix
(MDA) and the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization.
4. Mahalanobis Distance
Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis introduced MD in
1936 [1]. The MTS was later developed by Genichi
Taguchi as a diagnosis and forecasting method using
multivariate data for robust engineering.
Mahalanobis distance is a distance measure that is
based on correlations between variables and the
different patterns that can be identified and analyzed
with respect to a reference population. MD is a
discriminant analysis approach, which will be used to
predict changes in consumer satisfaction corresponding
to changes in multiple engineering characteristics at all
levels of a hardware set (vehicle design) [1]. MD is
different from Euclidean distance because it addresses
the correlations and distribution of the data.
Traditionally, the MD methodology has been used to
classify observations into different groups. MD is
defined in Equation (1).





where, k is the total number of variables; i the number of
variables (i¼ 1, 2, . . . , k); j the number of samples
(j¼ 1, 2, . . . , n); Zij the standardized vector of normal-
ized characteristics of xij; xij the value of the i-th
characteristic in the j-th observation; mi the mean of the
i-th characteristic; si the standard deviation of the i-th
characteristic; T the transpose of the vector; A1 the
inverse of the correlation matrix.
Mahalanobis distance is used to determine the
similarity of a known set of values (normal group)
to that of an unknown set of values (abnormal group).
It has successfully been applied to a broad range of
cases mainly because it is very sensitive to inter-variable
changes in data. Also, because the MD is measured in
terms of standard deviations from the mean of the
SYSTEMInput signal(M )
Variables or control factors




Figure 1. Multidimensional system.
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samples, it provides a statistical measure of how well
an unknown sample matches a known sample set.
5. The Mahalanobis–Taguchi System
The MTS is a pattern recognition technology that aids
in quantitative decision making by constructing a
multivariate measurement scale using a data analytic
method. The main objective of MTS is to make accurate
predictions in multidimensional systems by constructing
a measurement scale [1]. The pattern of observations in a
multidimensional system depends on the correlation
structure of the variables in the system. It is impossible
to make intelligent decisions if the variables are
considered one at a time. The variables that have the
greatest impact on performance must be identified and
used in concert. To construct a multidimensional
measurement scale, it is important to have a distance
measure. The distance measure is based on the correla-
tion between the variables and the different patterns that
are identified and analyzed with respect to a base or
reference point.
In the MTS, the Mahalanobis space (MS), reference
group, is obtained using the standardized variables of
healthy or normal data. The Ms can then be used to
discriminate between normal and abnormal objects.
Once the MS is established, the number of attributes is
reduced using an appropriate orthogonal array (OA)
and signal-to-noise ratio (SN) by evaluating the
contribution, or gain, of each attribute. Each row of
the OA determines a subset of the original system by
including and excluding that attribute to and from the
system.
5.1 Adjoint Matrix Approach
In MTS analysis the adjoint of the correlation matrix
may be used instead of the inverse matrix to calculate
the distances to address the issue of multicollinearity.
This approach can be used even when collinearity is not
present. The adjoint of a square matrix A is obtained by
replacing each element of A with its own cofactor and
transposing the result. The symbol MDA is used to
denote the MD obtained from an adjoint matrix. The
relationship between the adjoint, determinant, and










MDA is similar to MD; however, there exist some
important differences. MD and MDA both represent the
distances from the healthy or normal group and can be
used to measure the degree of abnormality. In the
adjoint matrix approach, the MS also contains means,
standard deviations, and the correlation structure of the
healthy or normal group. However, here the MS is not
called the unit space because the average of the MDA’s is
not unity.
5.2 Mahalanobis–Taguchi Gram–Schmidt
Gram–Schmidt is an orthogonalization process
which can be used to enhance the calculation of MDs
when collinearity is present [1]. Mahalanobis–Taguchi
Gram–Schmidt (MTGS) accounts for abnormal
conditions that are extremely good by identifying
the direction of abnormalities. Identifying the direction
of abnormalities enables the distinction between
‘good’ or ‘bad’ abnormalities which increases the
effectiveness of the forecasting process. This distinction
cannot be made in the MTS method which uses
the inverse of the correlation matrix. Identifying the
direction of abnormals in multivariate systems is
important so that the decision maker can treat
the abnormally good group separately. For example,
a vehicle that falls outside of the normal group but
is rated high in the corresponding attribute by
consumers should be regarded separately from vehicles
in the abnormal group that are rated low.
MTGS identifies the useful variables based on
orthogonal Gram–Schmidt vectors that allow the effects
of the variables to be determined independently.
Orthogonal arrays (OAs) must be used in MTGS if
the effects of partial correlations are significant and
a definite order for the variables cannot be defined.
If correlation effects are not significant and a definite
order of the variables exists, then MTGS is much
simpler because an OA does not need to be used. MTGS
provides guidelines to identify the direction of
abnormals; however, there is still considerable
discretion for the decision maker to determine the
type of abnormal conditions.
The Gram–Schmidt process states that given
linearly independent vectors Z1,Z2, . . . ,Zk, there
exist mutually orthogonal vectors U1,U2, . . . ,Uk
with the same span. Gram–Schmidt vectors are
constructed using the standardized values of the
variables. The standardized values are obtained
by subtracting the mean from the original
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variable and dividing by the standard deviation.
The Gram–Schmidt vectors are defined as follows:
U1 ¼ Z1 ð5Þ

















After performing the Gram–Schmidt process, we
have the orthogonal vectors U1,U2, . . . ,Uk. Data
points can be expressed as a function of the primal
variables xi or as functions of the new spanning set
U1,U2, etc. Figure 2 illustrates a 2D graphical repre-
sentation of the data points using the Gram–Schmidt
orthogonalization.
6. Vehicle Handling
The MTS can be used to minimize the number of
variables required to forecast the performance of a
system. The steps of the MTS analysis for vehicle
handling are outlined in this section. The objective of the
MTS analysis for vehicle handling is to explain the
relationship between vehicle handling parameters and
measured customer satisfaction rating. The purpose is to
provide an understanding of the relationship and offer
an opportunity to efficiently improve customer-driven
quality.
6.1 Outlier Detection
Any data set contains outliers. Outliers are data
points or observations that are not consistent with
the primary trend of the data and may cloud the
analysis results. The decision was made to identify
outliers and remove them from the data set prior to
MTS analysis.
The first step in the MTS analysis of the handling
metrics was to remove the outliers using MD. Outliers
may not be easily identified using the data in the primal
space. Using MTS, we are able to look at data in a
transformed space, the MS. This allows us to identify
trends. Outliers become clear using the MS. The MD
was calculated for all of the 72 data points provided
using the 21 vehicle handling parameters (Figure 3).
Using a threshold value for MD of 1.5, four data sets
(i.e., vehicles) were determined as outliers, i.e., 7, 36, 38,
and 44. The outliers were removed prior to running the
MTS analysis using MDA and MTGS. In MTS/MTGS,
the threshold is essentially a safety factor. The threshold
is typically used in MTS during the final stage to
monitor conditions using the measurement scale. In this
research, a breakthrough procedure for identifying
outliers using MTS and a threshold value was devel-
oped. Observations (values for certain vehicles attribute)
above the threshold value are classified as outliers. The
threshold is used for the purpose of identifying outliers
because it determines the general condition of the data.
Theoretically, the threshold is determined using the
quality loss function (QLF). In MTS, the concept of
QLF can be extended to determine the thresholds in
multivariate diagnosis. The QLF determines the thresh-
old as the balance point between the cost of including
a factor and the cost of not including it. The QLF




where, A0 is the loss associated with 0, and 0 is the
functional limit.
The QLF associates a dollar value to the quality of
a product or process. The measured loss is estimated
using Equation (8). A graphical representation of the
QLF is given in Figure 4 [15].
The threshold value is utilized prior to MTS analysis
to identify outliers. However, the threshold is ordinarily
utilized in the fourth stage of MTS which involves future
diagnosis using the useful variables. In the fourth stage,
the threshold is used while monitoring the conditions to
make decisions. The threshold has a strong impact on
the accuracy of diagnosis. Incorrect thresholds may
cause inaccurate decisions which result in the loss. It is
important to select the proper threshold to minimize the
total loss. In the event that the data is not available for
consumer loss, consumer tolerance, etc., the threshold






Figure 2. Gram–Schmidt vectors in two dimensions.
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6.2 Vehicle Handling Analysis Using the Adjoint
Matrix
The remaining 68 samples were used to perform the
handling analysis using the adjoint matrix. The 21
original vehicle handling parameters were used in the
analysis. The first step in calculating MDA is to define a
‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ group as the MS. Twenty-seven
samples were selected for the normal group based on
their customer satisfaction ratings. Six samples that fell
outside of the normal group were selected as the test
group. The MD was then calculated for the normal
group. Table 1 shows the resulting MD value for each
sample from the normal group. The MDs were then
calculated for the test group. Table 2 summarizes these
MDs. A summary of the MD values for the normal
group and test group is provided in Figure 5.
The next step is to optimize the system. An L32
orthogonal array was used for the optimization [16].
The useful set of variables is obtained by evaluating the
gain, measured in decibels, associated with each factor.
T (target) y (response value)
A0
∆0
Figure 4. Quality loss function.













































Outliers: 7, 36, 38, 44
Threshold value of 1.5 
Figure 3. MD values for handling metrics.
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Gain is the average difference in the magnitudes of
signals using the S/N ratio measured in decibels when a
variable is excluded and included. The gains for the 21
handling metrics are shown in Figure 6, 14 of which are
useful.
Regression analysis is then performed. The useful
variables are used in the regression analysis. Using the
regression equation for the 14 factors determined to be
useful variables, the predicted customer satisfaction
ratings are calculated. The predicted ratings are
compared to the actual customer satisfaction ratings
graphically. Scatter plots were then developed to show



















































Figure 6. Handling index gains.
Bar graph normal group vs. test group
2E−12













331 3 5 7 9 11
Figure 5. MDs for normal group vs test group.
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the correlation between the measured versus predicted
customer satisfaction ratings (Figures 7 and 8).
6.3 Handling Metrics Analysis Using
Mahalanobis–Taguchi Gram–Schmidt Method
The remaining 68 samples (after removing outliers)
were also used to perform the handling analysis using
the MTGS method. The 21 original vehicle handling
parameters were used in the analysis.
The first step in calculating MDGS is to define
a ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ group as the MS. The MD
values were calculated for the reference group.
The results are shown in Table 3. The MD values
were then calculated for the test group. The results
are shown in Table 4. A bar graph illustrating the
difference in MD values for the normal and test
groups is shown in Figure 9.
The next step is to optimize the system using an L32
orthogonal array and dynamic signal-to-noise ratio.
The useful set of variables is obtained by evaluating
the gain in decibels associated with each variable.
The gains for the 21 vehicle handling parameters are
shown in Figure 10.
Regression analysis is then performed by adding the
15 useful variables. Using the regression equation,
the predicted customer satisfaction rating is calculated.
A graph illustrating the measured and predicted
customer satisfaction ratings is given in Figure 11.
A scatter plot was then developed to show the


















Figure 7. Measured vs predicted customer satisfaction ratings for the 14 useful variables.

























Figure 8. Measured vs predicted customer satisfaction ratings scatter plot for the 14 useful variables.
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correlation value between the actual and predicted
ratings for customer satisfaction (Figure 12).
7. Conclusions
MTS enables a reduction in dimensionality and the
ability to develop a scale based on MD values. MTS
identifies a set of useful variables from the complete data
set with equivalent correlation and considerably less
time and data resulting in lower cost.
Twenty-one vehicle handlingmetrics were analyzed. Of
the original 21 metrics, 14 were determined to be useful
using the adjoint matrix method. Using MTGS, 15
metrics were determined to be useful. The correlation
coefficient between the actual and predicted values is
0.765 and 0.891 for MDA and MTGS, respectively.
MTGS identified an additional useful factor which
increased the correlation coefficient. Handling experts
preferred to use the 15 useful variables as identified by
MTGS.
8. Future Research
Further research should be conducted to utilize
the methodology developed in other contexts and
industries that drive the requirements down
throughout all levels of a system. The analysis
performed relates subsystem levels to consumer
satisfaction. Future research should incorporate
subsystems, sub-subsystems, and components levels to
fully gain the relationship between design changes
made at these lower level components and overall
consumer satisfaction. This will enable the producer
quantify the impact on consumer satisfaction for
actions such as changing suppliers for a particular
component or modifying design specification.



















































Figure 9. Normal group vs test group MD values.
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The methodology proposed will provide information for
making business decisions.
A key aspect that should be incorporated into this
analysis is cost data. Important business decisions are
made on the basis of cost and consumer impact. System
optimization would be based on equations using
cost data and constraints in the feasible region for
components specifications. The objective function would
be to minimize the cost and maximize consumer
satisfaction.
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Figure 11. Measured vs predicted customer satisfaction ratings for the 12 useful variables.
MTGS actual vs. predicted scatter plot


























Figure 12. Scatter plot for measured vs predicted customer satisfaction ratings for the 15 useful variables.
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